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Book Review

Science Comics: Sharks: Nature’s
Perfect Hunter
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Science Comics: Sharks: Nature’s Perfect Hunter is a brief yet in depth
exploration of sharks with topics ranging from shark biology to behavior, evolution to biodiversity, and even folklore. The facts are woven
into a story featuring a marine biologist. Sharks are helpfully compared and contrasted to each other, animals, and humans, emphasizing their stunning diversity and unique adaptations. Scientific explanations of how a shark’s body works are illustrated in great detail.
This comic is captivating with its full color pages and sleek illustrations. The level of finish for each image is excellent. The author/illustrator is a shark enthusiast and has a keen ability to point out the
unexpected and fascinating. There’s a very playful angle to the comic:
it features wisecracking anthropomorphic animals in a supporting role
to hard science. The book is well researched and the information is the
kind to make you want to leap up and find someone to tell. Virtually
anyone who enjoys learning about animals would be pleased with this
read.
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